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1. INTRODUCTION 
Suppose X is any set of positive integers. Let U(X) denote the lea& 
common multiple of the integers in the set X. If RN denotes the set 
of the first N positive integers, then it is a well known result that 
log WCv) N N aa N + 00. (See e.g. [2], page 61, form. (3.8)). This paper 
deals with the following problem. 
Let c be a real number 0 -CC < 1. Suppose X% is any set of [cN] positive 
integers not exceeding N. What can be said about B(X$)? 
We prove; If EP- 0 we have, log CJ(X$) > (l-E)~ZP, for N sufficiently 
large. Here p and q are constants depending on c. 
This lowerbound is the best possible since on the other hand we show 
that, for N sticiently large, there exists a set AGN of [cNj positive integers 
not exceeding N with the property: log a(&) < (1 +e)pNQ, where p and 
q are the same constants as in the lowerbound. 
We remark that, since the number of primes in [I, N] is smaller tha,n 
[cNj, there exists a set B$ of [ciVj positive integers with G(Ev) = I. 
Therefore the trivial upperbound G(X$) <C(KN) can not be improved. 
l This work was supported by the D&t University Fund. 
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2. AU XILIARY RESULTS 
LEMMA 1 
Let ~(x, y) denote the number of positive integers <x free of prime 
divisors > y. Let the function g(zc) be defined by the following properties. 
g(u)=0 (u<O) ug’(u) = -g(u- 1) (U> 1) 
g(u) = 1 (0 <U < 1) g(zL) is continuous for zc> 0. 
Suppose N 6 Xl and W, i = 1,2 are fixed constants with 16 ui <w, then 
we have for u E [ui, ~a], 
as N-too, 
where a= y- 1 and y is the Euler-Masheroni constant. 
PROOF OF LEMMA 1 
In case that ui > 2, this lemma is an immediate consequence of a result 
of N. G. de Bruijn (see [l] formula’s (1.3), (3.8) and (4.6)). He proves 
that if u = (log s/log y) : 
(2.1) 
I 
n %g’(U) xg(u) (log( 2+ u))“+l -- P@, Y) --5 ,z (log y)’ <czo(n) +so(n) (lo&! Y P+l 
valid for n+l<u<logy, y>2, while the constants &, Y=O, 1, . . . are 
defined by: 
2 5(1 +z) 
1-l-z 
=ao+arz+ . . . 
Note that ao=l, ai=y-1. 
Moreover it is easy to see that in case n = 1 and y sufficiently large, 
formula (2.1) also holds for 1< u c 2, which proves lemma 1. 
LEMbfA 2 
Let uC be the solution of g(u) =c. 
If E>O and 
we have 
aw’ (4 g(u)+log =c f- EB’ (UC) +. log N as N+ca 
PBOOF OF LEMMA 2 
Taylor’s expansion gives 
(2.2) g(u)=+ y$+‘(uc)+o(l&) 
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and 
Therefore, 
(2.3) aw’ (u) log= 
aw’ 04 + 0 
log N 
Adding (2.2) and (2.3) proves lemma 2. 
DE-ON 
If N, m in we define RN(m) to be the number of divisors of m which 
are smaller than N. 
LEMMA 3 
Lea Pl,P2, *** denote the sequence of primes. Let ul and ua be fixed 
constants with 1 <ul <uz and u E [ul, ~1. Suppose n(z) denotes the 
number of primes <x. Let ~EQ, r]>O, N Al& R=ncTN), L=n(iN) 
and 
$‘= loI3 N II 1 log’ i=l, 2, . . . . 
Then, for N sufficiently large, the following inequality holds: 
R&I . . . ,p;f-$-aL+l 
z)8+!Z 
dK+2-*Z+1 . . . pL) >&&I . . . p”t) -N*-1’(u+2~‘e 
PROOF OF LEMMA 3 
If n ia a divisor of p? . . . ~2, but not a divisor of 
then n is a multiple of p4 da-dL+2 for some i > K + 1, therefore 
RN(P? ..&)<&&$ ...j.~;~p;!$+f’--~~+~ %+2 dK+a-dL+l . . . pi)+ 
+ i 
N 
dc-eL+,* 
4-K-l-l $I1 
Since &>8~ for i=l, 2, . . . . L, we deduce, 
&aCN E :. 
4-K+lh b-K+1 p4 
We have pd>c-+ i log i for i large enough a.nd suitable constant c. So 
we obtain, 
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Ni 
+K+l 
<cN 3 
K 
--- 
KlogK LlogL)’ 
3<~N 1 2 1 L 
Pi J-K+1 (i log i)2 <cN I (xlo:!xp 
(x 10: x)2 
d(xlogx)= -cN 
1 1 \ 
We use the property n(z) N (z/log 5) as z + 00 and deduce, 
CN 
1 1 
KlogK-Lm > 
- c N N-‘/“+?I) <jVl-l/W+W 
for N sufllciently large. This completes the proof of lemma 3. 
3. MAIN RESULTS 
In this paragraph we use the lemma’s 1, 2 and 3 in order to prove 
theorem’s 1 and 2 below. 
THEOREM 1 
I.& NED, ccl?, O<c<l, e>O. 
Suppose X% is any set of [cN] positive integers not exceeding N. Let 
CT be dellned as in the introduction. Suppose g(u) is the function mentioned 
in lemma 1. Let u, be the solution of g(u) = c. If y is the Euler-Masheroni 
constant and a= y- 1, we have: log (7(X&) > (1-c) ea”‘a N”*e, for N 
sufficiently large. 
THEOREM 2 
Let E>O, then for sufficiently large N, there exists a set A% of [cN] 
positive integers not exceeding N, with the property: 
log U(A%) < (I+ E) ea”‘a N”““, 
where N, c, a and u, are deflned as in theorem 1. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Suppose X% is any set of [cNJ positive integers not exceeding N and let 
(7(X$) =& . . . e be the prime factorization of U(X$). 
We prove that for every E> 0 and 
au, & -- 
U=uc-logN+logN 
the number P of different primes in the factorization of Q(Xfv) has to be 
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bigger than x(rN). To obtain this result we show that for r <n(jN) 
the number 6 . . . c has less than [cNj divisors not exceeding N, which 
contradicts the fact that @ . . . e= G(X&). If pi, ps, . . . denotes the 
sequence of primes and 
log N &= - [ 1 1% P , i=l, 2, . . . . 
we have: 
NOW we use the lemma’s 1 and 2 to obtain: 
Therefore since g’(u) < 0 (u > l), 
for N suf&iently large. This proves the inequality r>niN), which 
leads to: 
log G(X$) = log ($ . . . qfq> log @l *** pr)=Npr). 
It is well-known that 19@,) %I)~ as r--t 00. (see e.g. [3], theorem 427). 
So we deduce 
log G(Xk) a 6(pr) > (1 - 3s) N;L’u > (1 -E) e@‘a N”%, 
for N sufficiently large. 
This completes the proof of theorem 1. 
PROOF OR THEOREM 2 
Let 
sue E 
u=uc- m - w 
and R and L be defined as in lemma 3. Without loss of generality we 
may assume 0 -C E < - azc,. (a = y - 1~ 0). This enables us to make a choice 
for 7 in such a way that [u + 111 = [u] for all sufficiently large N. We show 
that the inequality given in theorem 2 holds for any set of [cN’j divisors 
not exceeding N, of the number: 
81 
A 
6, dK+l-+,+I a,+,-d,+l 
“‘% %+I %+a . . . 1)L. 
Our first task will be to prove that the number mentioned above actually 
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has more than [c2\rl divisors not exceeding N. Lemma 3 gives 
RN@ . . . & p;&ydL+lp~+~l-dL+l . ..pL)>RN(& . ..&)-N1-"("+? 
Note that RN@? .. . &) =v(N, ;N). Therefore using Lemma’s 1 and 2 
we obtain: 
Since g’(uo) <O, we have 
4 
RN(~), 
d, dg+,-dL+’ 
***Px Px+1 
dg+e-d,+l 
%+z . . . prJ> 
>N c-i-- 
( 
4 (4 
log N > WI 
for N sufficiently large. 
Now we take a set of [cN] divisors not exceeding N of 
4 
r)l 
6X Ox+, -dL+’ dg+g-+,+I 
***RI l)g+1 %+n a** pr, 
end denote it by A$. Since [zc+q] = [u] for all sticiently large N, we 
obtain with K<i< L, 
log N 
bl= - [ 1 l%P 
From this we deduce that 8(= [zc]=& for R<i< L. 
Therefore we have 
log q4$T) 6 log (# . . . $I&Jx+1 . . . j.IL) = 
< log N - n(o) + O(!N). 
Using the asymptotio behaviour of the functions n(z) and 13(z) as x + 00, 
we deduce, 
u+r 
log Nn(vT)+B(jN) N (u+q) N”@+“‘+Nl”‘, 
which leads to: 
log CT(&) < ( 1+ 4~) W/U -C (1 + E) e* N”“*, 
for N sufficiently large. 
This completes the proof of theorem 2. 
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